Light Rail Transit

MSP Airport
to
Commons Hotel
615 Washington Ave SE, Minneapolis

Frequency:
Trains run every 10 minutes during peak hours and typically every 10 to 15 minutes at other times of the day.

Fares:
• Tickets are sold at ticket machines at the rail stations.
• Light rail fares for adults are $2.25 during rush hours (Monday through Friday, 6 to 9 am and 3 to 6:30 pm) and $1.75 at other times.
• Reduced fares are available for seniors, children and persons with disabilities.
• For more information, visit the website.

Directions:
• To locate Light Rail at MSP Terminal 1-Lindbergh see diagram below
• Take the Blue Line toward downtown Minneapolis (see diagram below)
• Change to Green Line (diagram below) at the Downtown East station or at any of the subsequent stations on the Blue Line.
• Take Green Line to East Bank station
• Exit the Train at East Bank station
  Commons Hotel is about a hundred yards from the East Bank platform on the opposite side of the street.
Access to Light Rail Transit at MSP Terminal 1:

**LINDBERGH TERMINAL / HOW TO GET TO LIGHT RAIL TRANSIT**

**FROM TICKETING, BAGGAGE CLAIM**

Take an escalator or elevator down to level T. Take underground tram to the transit center. Follow signs to the light rail transit station.

**FROM CONCOURSES A, B, C, D, E**

Exit security from the concourse connector. Take the elevators or escalators down to the Lindbergh Terminal light rail station.

**FROM CONCOURSES G, F**

Exit security from the concourse connector. Take the elevators or escalators down to the Lindbergh Terminal light rail station.

**NOTE:** There is no fee for traveling on light rail transit between terminal buildings.
Blue Line Light Rail Transit:

Change to Green Line
Green Line Light Rail Transit:

- Target Field
- Commons Hotel
- Change from Blue Line